ACTION AGAINST FOXHUNTING

ENDING
FOXHUNTING
FOREVER
Despite the 2005 ban, fox hunting has
never stopped. Hunts pursue and kill
foxes every week in hunting season. If
you hate this as much as we do, join
us. We leaflet, demonstrate and hold
outreach stalls. Please contact us.

WWW.ACTIONAGAINSTFOXHUNTING.ORG
email:info@actionagainstfoxhunting.org
or find us on

This is why foxhunting must end
Hunting is recreational animal-cruelty

Because hunting is cruel, the Hunting Act made it illegal to use dogs to
pursue and kill wild mammals. But hunters are campaigning for the Act
to be repealed. They have no moral objection to allowing hounds to tear a
living animal apart. The vast majority of people rightly find animal
cruelty abhorrent. Hunters, on the other hand, find the prolonged chase
and the bloody, painful and terrifying death "thrilling".

Hunts deliberately demonise the fox

The hunts need us to believe that foxes are “vermin” and that hunters
are doing us all a favour by killing them. But, the average fox is not much
bigger than a very large cat - not big enough to cause a lot of trouble.
Foxes are in decline; there are 44% fewer foxes now than there were
twenty years ago. Hunts encourage foxes to breed by building them
"artificial earths". They do this because they want to be able to use the
fox as a disposable plaything in their cruel game of foxhunting.

Trail Hunting is a cover for illegal hunting

The hunts claim they are “trail hunting” which doesn’t involve illegal
killing. But there is a huge amount of evidence to show that they are still
killing foxes. Animal welfare organisations around the country all agree
that foxhunting has never stopped. The fact that they take terrier men
with them (men on quad bikes) is clear proof that they are hunting
foxes. Terriers are present at a hunt to keep foxes at bay when they have
gone to earth, while the terrier men dig them out. They have no other
purpose. The Hunting Office likes to describe hunting country as "wellfoxed" meaning that there are lots of foxes available for them to kill; this
would be irrelevant if they were "trail hunting".

Hunts act in secret

It would be very easy for the hunts to prove that they aren’t killing foxes
by allowing anybody who asks to observe and monitor their activities;
but they don’t. In fact, they obstruct observers.

Humanity has moved on

Attitudes to animals and the environment are changing. We are realising
that the world is not our playground and we must respect it. Foxhunting
has no place in this new, and kinder, world.

Help us end foxhunting
forever

